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Linda Hall, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. From experienced and award winning author Linda Hall comes
Strange Faces, a collection of seven stories that will take you to a place where killers can linger in
your backyard but where magic can sometimes change everything. The voyage begins with Pickers
and Choosers, and with a group of young dumpster foragers who witness a murder. Or do they?
And why now, after twenty-seven years is the terrible memory resurfacing? In A Nice Cup of
Something Hot we meet Mrs. Wilkers, a divorced woman obsessed with her ex-husband, his new
wife, and ultimately with death and murder. The connection between siblings plays a key role in
two of the stories. We Are Brothers is about very different twins. Weather Ladies attempts to answer
the question, what do you do when you find out your sister is a murderer? Mad Scientist is all
about revenge. How far can someone be provoked? Far enough to murder? On the lighter side, The
Hockey Bag features a young man, who through no fault of his own, gets caught up in a rather
gruesome bag of...
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ReviewsReviews

This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably
straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Amanda Hand Jr.-- Amanda Hand Jr.

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti
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